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		Learn the basics of reactive programming and how it makes apps more responsive. This book shows you how to incorporate reactive programming into existing development products and cycles using RXSwift and RXCocoa on iOS and Mac.

	
		As we move away from the traditional paradigm of typing or touching one step at a time to interact with programs, users expect apps to adapt and not need constant hand-holding. People today expect their devices to do much more than just follow commands. They expect devices to react and adapt. Reactive programming, a new term for asynchronous processing, requires new app architectures, and you'll learn how these are already built into iOS and macOS in many places.   

	
		As part of this more complex environment, you'll move beyond Cocoa and Cocoa Touch to incorporate data from Amazon Web Services (AWS), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and other formats, and standards. Together with the concepts of reactive programming and RxSwift, these tools help you build more powerful and useful apps that have wide appeal and use.

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Work with tools such as Darwin microkernel, RxSwift, and RxCocoa
	
			Use Git repositiories and other resoucrces to get into coding
	
			Create apps that adapt to gestures and UI interaction as well as what's happening in and around the environment of the app itself.


	
		Who This Book Is For

	


	
		This book is for Swift programmers interested in learning to create reactive apps with RxSwift.    
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Hands-On Continuous Integration and Delivery: Build and release quality software at scale with Jenkins, Travis CI, and CircleCIPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand various tools and practices for building a continuous integration and delivery pipeline effectively

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the patterns of continuous integration
	
			Learn Jenkins UI for developing plugins and build an effective Jenkins pipeline

...
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Arista WarriorO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Though Arista Networks is a relative newcomer in the data center and cloud networking markets, the company has already had considerable success. In this book, renowned consultant and technical author Gary Donahue (Network Warrior) provides an in-depth, objective guide to Arista’s lineup of hardware, and explains why its network...
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The Inspiring Leader: Unlocking the Secrets of How Extraordinary Leaders MotivateMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	In their bestselling work The Extraordinary Leader, performance thought leaders John Zenger and Joseph Folkman revealed the 16 key competencies that separate the top 10 percent of leaders from the rest. Since that book’s publication, they and coauthor Scott Edinger discovered, through an extensive study conducted over four years,...
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Evaluating Project Decisions: Case Studies in Software EngineeringAddison Wesley, 2009
Effective decisions are crucial to the success of any software project, but to make better decisions you need a better decision-making process. In Evaluating Project Decisions, leading project management experts introduce an innovative decision model that helps you tailor your decision-making...
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Agent Communication II: International Workshops on Agent Communication, AC 2005 and AC 2006, Utrecht, Netherlands, July 25, 2005, and Hakodate, JapanSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the two International Workshops on Agent Communication, AC 2005 and AC 2006, held in Utrecht, Netherlands in July 2005, and in Hakodate, Japan in May 2006 as associated events of AAMAS 2005/2006, the main international conference on autonomous agents and multi-agent systems.
The...
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Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare (Novell Press)Novell Press, 2006
Need to configure or manage Novell Cluster Services on NetWare, Linux or a mixed environment? Pick up a copy of the official reference guide, Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare. This book blends in-depth information with practical, real world examples to cover cluster services configuration...
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